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Abstrat
Let M7 a manifold with holonomy in G2, and Y
3
an assoiative submanifold with boundary
in a oassoiative submanifold. In [5℄, the authors proved that MX,Y , the moduli spae
of its assoiative deformations with boundary in the xed X, has nite virtual dimension.
Using Bohner's tehnique, we give a vanishing theorem that fores MX,Y to be loally
smooth.
MSC 2000: 53C38 (35J55, 53C21, 58J32).
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1 Introdution
Let M a 7-dimensional riemannian manifold with holonomy inluded in G2. In this ase by
parallel transport,M supports a non degenerate harmoni 3-form φ with ∇φ = 0. Moreover,
M benets a vetor produt × dened by
< u× v,w >= φ(u, v, w),
even if to be spin is enough for the existene of this produt. A 3-dimensional submanifold
Y is said assoiative if its tangent bundle is stable under the vetor produt. In other terms,
φ restrited to Y is a volume form. Likely, a 4-dimensional submanifold X is coassociative
if the bers of its normal bundle are assoiative, or equivalently, φ|TX vanishes. We refer to
the abundant literature on this subjet, see [6℄ or [5℄ for a summary with our notations.
The losed ase. It is known from [10℄ that the deformation of an assoiative submanifold
Y without boundary is an ellipti problem, and hene is of vanishing index. In general,
the situation is obstruted. For instane, onsider the at torus T
3 × {pt} in the at torus
T
7 = T3 × T4. This is an assoiative submanifold, and its moduli spae MT3×{pt} of asso-
iative deformations ontains at least the 4-dimensional T
4
.
A natural question is to nd onditions whih fore the moduli spae to be smooth, or in
other terms, whih fore the okernel of the problem to vanish. For the losed ase, Abkulut
and Salur [2℄ allow a ertain freedom for the onnetion on the normal bundle, the denition
of assoiativity and generiity. But examples are often non generi, and we would like to
get a ondition that is not a perturbative one. For holomorphi urves in dimension 4, there
are topologial onditions on the degree of the normal bundle whih imply smoothness of
the moduli spae of omplex deformations, see for example [7℄. The main point for this is
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that holomorphi urves interset positively. In our ase, there is no suh phenomenon.
In [10℄, page 30, MLean gives an example of an isolated assoiative submanifold. Sine
this was the start point of our work, we reall it. In [4℄, Bryant and Salamon onstruted
a metri of holonomy G2 on the spin bundle S
3 × R4 of the round 3-sphere. In this ase,
the basis S3 × {0} is assoiative, the normal bundle is just the spin bundle of S3, and the
operator related to the assoiative deformations of S3 is just the Dira operator. By the fa-
mous theorem of Lihnerowiz [9℄, there are no non trivial harmoni spinors on S3 for metri
reasons (preisely, the riemaniann salar urvature is positive), so the sphere is isolated as
an assoiative submanifold.
Minimal submanifolds. Reall that in manifolds with holonomy in G2, assoiative sub-
manifolds are minimal (the ondition dφ = 0 is enough). In [11℄, Simons gives a metri
ondition for a minimal submanifold to be stable, i.e isolated. For this, he introdue the
following operator, a sort of partial Rii operator :
Denition 1.1 Let (M,g) a riemaniann manifold, Y p a submanifold inM and ν its normal
bundle. Choose {e1, · · · ep} a loal orthonormal frame eld of TY , and dene the 0-order
operator
R : Γ(Y, ν) −→ Γ(Y, ν)
ψ 7→ πν
p∑
i=1
R(ei, ψ)ei,
where R is the urvature tensor on M and πν the orthogonal projetion on ν.
Fat. The denition is independant of the hoosen oriented orthonormal frame, and R is
symmetri.
He introdues another operator A related to the seond fondamental form of Y :
Denition 1.2 Let SY the bundle over Y whose bre at a point y is the spae of symmetri
endomorphisms of TyY , and A ∈ Hom(ν, SY ) the seond fundamental form dened by
A(φ)(u) = −∇⊤u φ,
where u ∈ TY , φ ∈ ν, and ∇⊤ is the projetion on TY of the ambient Levi-Civita onnetion.
Consider the operator
A : Γ(Y, ν) −→ Γ(Y, ν)
ψ 7→ At ◦A(ψ),
where At is the transpose of A.
Fat. This is a symmetri positive 0-th order operator. Moreover, it vanishes if Y is totally
geodesi.
Using both operators, Simons gives a suient ondition for a minimal submanifold to be
stable :
Theorem 1.1 ([11℄) Let Y a minimal submanifold in M , and suppose that R−A is posi-
tive. Then Y annot be deformed as a minimal submanifold.
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Bohner tehnique. If Y is an assoiative submanifold in M , we will reall that there is
an operator D ating on the normal vetor elds of Y , suh that its kernel an be identied
with the innitesimal assoiative deformations of Y . We will ompute D2 to use the Bohner
method, and get vanishing theorems. For this, we introdue the normal equivalent of the
invariant seond derivative. More preisely, for every loal vetor elds v and w in Γ(Y, TY ),
let
∇⊥2v,w = ∇
⊥
v ∇
⊥
w −∇
⊥
∇⊤v w
,
ating on Γ(Y, ν). It is straightforward to see that it is tensorial in v and w. Moreover,
dene the equivalent of the onnetion laplaian :
∇⊥∗∇⊥ = −trae (∇⊥2) = −
∑
i
∇⊥2ei,ei .
Theorem 1.2 For Y an assoiative submanifold, D2 = ∇⊥∗∇⊥ +R−A.
Remark. In fat this shows that for losed submanifolds, assoiativity does not give more
onditions than the one for minimal submanifods, as long as we use this method.
The ase with boundary. In [5℄, the authors proved that the deformation of an assoiative
submanifold Y with boundary in a oassoiative submanifold X is an ellipti problem of
nite index. Moreover, they gave the value of this index in terms of a ertain Cauhy-
Riemann operator related to the omplex geometry of the boundary. We sum up in the
following the prinipal results of the paper :
Theorem 1.3 ([5℄) Let νX the normal omplementary of T∂Y in TX|∂Y , and n the inner
unit vetor normal to ∂Y in Y . Then the bundle νX is a subbundle of ν|∂Y and is stable
under the left ation by n under ×, as well as the orthogonal omplement µX of νX in ν.
Viewing T∂Y , νX and µX as n×omplex line bundles, we have µ
∗
X
∼= νX⊗CT∂Y . Besides,
the problem of the assoiative deformations of Y with boundary in X is ellipti and of index
index (Y,X) = index ∂νX = c1(νX) + 1− g,
where g is the genus of ∂Y .
In this ontext, we introdue a new geometri objet that is related to the geometry on the
boundary :
Proposition 1.4 Choose {v,w = n× v} a loal orthonormal frame for T∂Y . Let L a real
plane subbundle of ν invariant by the ation of n×. We dene
DL : Γ(∂Y,L) −→ Γ(∂Y,L)
φ 7→ πL(v ×∇
⊥
wφ− w ×∇
⊥
v φ),
where πL is the orthogonal projetion on L and ∇
⊥
the normal onnetion on ν indued by
the Levi-Civita onnetion ∇ on M . Then DL is independant of the hoosen oriented frame,
of order 0 and symmetri.
Now, we an express our main theorem :
Theorem 1.5 Let Y an assoiative submanifold of a G2-manifold M with boundary in a
oassoiative X. If DµX and R − A are positive, the moduli spae MY,X is loally smooth
and of dimension given by the virtual one index (Y,X).
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When M = R7, we get the following very expliit example onsidered in [5℄. Take a ball Y
in R
3 × {0} ⊂ R7, with real analyti boundary, and hoose e any onstant vetor eld in
ν = Y ×{0}⊕R4. By [6℄, there is a unique loal oassoiative Xe ontaining ∂Y ×Re, suh
that
TX|∂Y = T∂Y ⊕ νX = T∂Y ⊕Vet (e, n × e).
Of ourse, the translation in the e-diretion gives assoiative deformations of Y with bound-
ary in Xe. The next orollary shows that under a simple metri ondition, this is the only
way to deform Y :
Corollary 1.6 If Y is a stritly onvex ball in R3, then MY,Xe = R.
The Calabi-Yau extension. Let (N,J,Ω, ω) a Calabi-Yau 6-dimensional manifold,
where J is an integrable omplex stuture, Ω a non vanishing holomorphi 3-form and
ω a Kähler form. Here we allow holonomies whih are only subgroups of SU(3). Then
M = N × S1 is a manifold with holonomy in SU(3) ⊂ G2. The assoiated alibration
3-form is given by
φ = ω ∧ dt+ℜΩ.
Reall that a speial lagrangian in N is 3-dimensional submanifold L in N satisfying both
onditions ω|TL = 0 and ℑΩ|TL = 0. We know from [10℄ that ML the moduli spae of
speial lagrangian deformations of L is smooth and of dimension b1(L). Now every produt
Y = L× {pt} of a speial lagrangian and a point is an assoiative submanifold of M .
If Σ is a omplex surfae of N , then X = Σ × {pt} is a oassoiative submanifold of M .
Consider the problem of assoiative deformations of Y = L× {pt} with boundary in X :
Theorem 1.7 Let L a speial lagrangian submanifold in a 6-dimensional Calabi-Yau N ,
suh that L has boundary in a omplex surfae Σ. Let Y = L × {t0} in N × S
1
and
X = Σ × {t0}. If the Rii urvature of L is positive, and the boundary of L has positive
mean urvature in L, thenMY,X is loally smooth and has dimension g, where g is the genus
of ∂L.
Aknowledgements. I would like to thank the Frenh Agene nationale pour la Reherhe for
its support, Vinent Borrelli (resp. Jean-Yves Welshinger) who onvained me that there
is a life after urvature tensors (resp. Sobolev spaes), Gilles Carron and Alexei Kovalev for
their interest in this work.
2 Closed assoiative submanifolds
2.1 The operator D
We begin with the version of MLean's theorem proposed by Akbulut and Salur. We will
give below a new proof of this result.
Theorem 2.1 ([10℄,[1℄) Let Y an assoiative submanifold of a riemannian manifold M
with G2-holonomy, and ν its normal bundle. Then the tangent spae of its assoiative de-
formations is the kernel of the operator
D : Γ(Y, ν) −→ Γ(Y, ν),
ψ 7→
3∑
i=1
ei ×∇
⊥
ei
ψ, (1)
where ∇⊥ is the onnetion on ν indued by the Levi-Civita onnetion ∇ on M .
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As the proof of theorem 1.2 is pretty tehnial, we refer to the last setion for it.
2.2 The impliit funtion mahinery
We give now the analyti elements needed for the lear denition of our moduli spaes and
their smoothness. We dene the Banah spae E of (not neessarily assoiative) embedding
of a 3-manifold in M , and a funtion F that measures the lak of assoiativity. Then we
linearise F , and identify the tangent spae of the moduli spae of assoiative deformations,
a priori weak, with its kernel. Sine the derivative of F is ellipti, those deformations are
in fat smooth, and by the impliit funtion theorem, this moduli spae is smooth if the
okernel vanishes.
Firstly, reall the existene on (M,φ) of a important objet, the 3-form with values in TM
dened, for u, v, w ∈ TM by :
χ(u, v, w) = −u× (v × w)− < u, v > w+ < v,w > v. (2)
It is easy to hek [1℄ that χ(u, v, w) is orthogonal to the 3-plane u∧ v ∧w. Besides, if Y is
a 3-dimensional submanifold in (M,φ), then χ|TY = 0 if and only if Y is assoiative.
For the future omputations, we will use the the following usefull formula [6℄ :
< χ(u, v, w), η >= ∗φ(u, v, w, η),
where ∗ is the Hodge star, and η ∈ TM . So
χ =
∑
k
ηky ∗ φ⊗ ηk, (3)
where (ηk)k=1,2,···7 is an orthonormal basis of the tangent spae of M .
Now, as in [10℄, we use this haraterization to study the moduli spae of assoiative defor-
mations of an assoiative Y .
Proof of theorem 2.1. Let (Y, g) any riemanian 3-manifod. For every embedding
f : Y →M , dene
F (f) = f∗χ(ω) ∈ Γ(Y, f∗TM),
where ω is the volume form on Y . Then f(Y ) is assoiative if and only if F (f) vanishes.
Consider a path of embeddings (ft)t∈[0,1]. After a reparametrization of Y , we an suppose
that
s =
dft
dt |t=0
∈ Γ(Y, νf0),
where νf is the normal bundle over f(Y ).
Suppose that f0(Y ) is an assoiative submanifold of M , and that f0 is the injetion of Y in
M . In order to derivate the vetor-valued form F at f0, we use the Levi-Civita onnetion :
∇ ∂
∂t
F (ft)|t=0 =
∑
k
Ls(ηky ∗ φ)(ω)⊗ ηk + (ηky ∗ φ)(ω)⊗∇sηk,
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where Ls is the Lie derivative in the diretion s. The seond member vanishes beause Y is
assoiative. Thanks to lassial riemannian formulas, we ompute the rst term :
Ls(ηky ∗ φ)(ω) = (ηk ∧ ω)y Ls(∗φ) + ([ηk, s] ∧ ω)y ∗ φ
= Ls(∗φ)(ηk, ω),
sine (ηky ∗ φ)(ω) =< χ(ω), ηk >= 0. Writing ω = e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3, where (ei)i=1,2,3 is a loal
orthonormal frame of TY with e3 = e1 × e2, this is equal to
∇s∗φ(ηk, ω)+∗φ(∇ηks, ω)+∗φ(ηk,∇e1s, e2, e3))+∗φ(ηk, e1,∇e2s, e3))+∗φ(ηk, e1, e2,∇e3s).
The rst term vanishes sine ∗φ is ovariantly onstant, the seond one vanishes too for the
former reason, and the third is
∗φ(ηk,∇e1s, e2, e3) = ∗φ(ηk,∇
⊥
e1
s, e2, e3) = − < ∇
⊥
e1
s× (e2 × e3), ηk > .
Using equation (3) and the relation e2 × e3 = e1 and summing up the two others similar
terms, we have :
Ds = ∇sF =
∑
i
ei ×∇
⊥
i s. (4)

After this linearisation, we ome bak to the problem of the moduli spae.
Proposition 2.2 Let Y an assoiative submanifold in M . If the kernel of the operator D
given by (1) vanishes, then MY is loally smooth and of vanishing dimension. If the moduli
spae MY ontains a smooth submanifold Mk of dimension k, and if for every Y
′
in Mk
the kernel of D at Y ′ is of dimension k, then MY =Mk.
Proof. For kp > 3, it has a sense to onsider the Banah spae
E = W k,p(Y,M),
with tangent spae at f equal to TfE = W
k,p(Y, f∗TM). Moreover for (k−r)/3 > 1/p, then
W k,p(Y,M) ⊂ Cr(Y,M),
and so f ∈ E is C1 if k > 1 + 3/p. In partiular, one an dene F the Banah bundle over
F with ber
Ff = W
k−1,p(Y, νf ).
It is lear that the operator F extends to a setion Fk,p of F over E . We just proved before
that F is dierentiable, and if f0(Y ) is assoiative, its derivative at f0(Y ) along a vetor
eld s ∈ Tf0E is given by (4).
Now, the operator D has symbol
σ(ξ) : s 7→
∑
i
ξis× ei. = s× ξ,
whih is always inversible for ξ ∈ TY \ {0}. This proves that D is ellipti. Remark that
σ(ξ)2s = −|ξ|2s, whih is the symbol of the laplaian. Hene dimkerD and dim cokerD
are of nite dimension. By the impliit funtion theorem for Banah bundles, if cokerD
vanishes, then F−1(0) is a loally a smooth Banah submanifold of E of nite dimension
equal to dimkerD = indexD, whih vanishes beause Y is odd-dimensional. More generally,
if dim cokerD is onstant on the omponent of MX ontaining Y , then the moduli spae is
still smooth of dimension dimkerD. Lastly, still beause of elliptiity, all elements of MX
are smooth. 
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2.3 A vanishing theorem
We an now formulate the following theorem, whih an be dedued from theorem 1.1, sine
any assoiative submanifold is minimal.
Theorem 2.3 Let Y an assoiative submanifold of a G2-manifold M . If the spetrum of
Rν = R−A is positive, then Y is isolated as an assoiative submanifold.
For reader's onveniene, we give a proof of this result.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a xed losed assoiative submanifold Y . The virtual
dimension of its moduli spae of deformation is vanishing. Consider a setion ψ ∈ Γ(Y, ν).
By lassial alulations, using normal oordinates, we have
−
1
2
∆|ψ|2 =
∑
i
< ∇⊥i ψ,∇
⊥
i ψ > + < ψ,∇
⊥
i ∇
⊥
i ψ >
= |∇⊥ψ|2− < D2ψ,ψ > + < Rνψ,ψ >
by theorem 1.2. Sine the laplaian is equal to −div(~∇), its integral over the losed Y
vanishes. We get :
0 =
∫
Y
|∇⊥ψ|2− < D2ψ,ψ > + < Rνψ,ψ > dy. (5)
Suppose that we have a setion ψ ∈ kerD. Under the hypothesis that Rν is positive, the
last equation implies ψ = 0. Hene dim cokerD = dimkerD = 0, and by proposition 2.2,
MY is loally a smooth manifold of vanishing dimension, and Y is isolated. 
3 Assoiative submanifolds with boundary
In this setion we extend our result for rigidity in the ase of assoiative submanifolds with
boundary in a oassoiative submanifold. In this ase the index may be not zero, so rigidity
transforms into smoothness of the moduli spae.
3.1 Impliit funtion mahinery
As before, dene the adapted E , for kp > 3 and (k − r)/3 > 1/p :
EX = {f ∈W
k,p(Y,M), f(∂Y ) ⊂ X}.
This has the following tangent spae :
TEX,f = {s ∈W
k,p(Y, f∗TM), s|∂Y ∈ f
∗TX}.
As before, we have the map :
F : EX → W
k−1,p(Y, νf(Y )).
It is enough to ompute the derivative of FX at an appliation f0 where f0(Y ) is an asso-
iative submanifold. We suppose as in the losed ase that f0 is an injetion Y →֒ M. In
this ase, lemma 1.3 showed that TX is orthogonal to TY at ∂Y , hene the derivative of F
at f0 is :
D : {s ∈W k,p(Y, ν), s|∂Y ∈ νX} →W
k−1,p(Y, ν).
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Now, to get some trae properties and use the results of [3℄, we need to restrit to the
Sobolev spae p = 2. In partiular, if f ∈ Hs(Y, ν) = W s,2(Y, ν), then f|∂Y ∈ H
s− 1
2 (Y, ν).
By theorem 20.8 of [3℄, the operator D is Fredholm. In [5℄, the authors omputed its index,
given by theorem 1.3.
Notation : For L a subbundle of ν|∂Y of real rank equal to two, dene
ker(D,L) = {s ∈W k,p(Y, ν), s|∂Y ∈ L, Ds = 0}.
We will need the usefull
Proposition 3.1 The operator D is formally self-adjoint, i.e for s and s′ ∈ Γ(Y, ν),∫
Y
< Ds, s′ > − < s,Ds′ > dy = −
∫
∂Y
< n× s, s′ > dσ, (6)
where dσ is the volume indued by the restrition of g on the boundary, and n is the normal
inner unit vetor of ∂Y . Moreover, coker(D, νX) = ker(D,µX).
Proof. The proof of the rs assertion is mutatis mutandis the lassial one for the lassial
Dira operator, see proposition 3.4 in [3℄ for example. For the reader's onveniene we give
a proof of this.
< Ds, s′ > = <
∑
i
ei ×∇
⊥
i s, s
′ >= −
∑
i
< ∇⊥i s, ei × s
′ >
= −
∑
i
dei < s, ei × s
′ > + < s,∇⊥i (ei × s
′) >
= −
∑
i
dei < s, ei × s
′ > + < s,∇⊤i ei × s
′ + ei ×∇
⊥
i s
′ > .
By a lassial trik, dene the vetor eld X ∈ Γ(Y, TY ) by
< X,w >= − < s,w × s′ > ∀w ∈ TY.
Note that the rst produt the one of TY , and the seond one the one of ν. Now
−
∑
i
dei < s, ei × s
′ > =
∑
i
dei < X, ei >
=
∑
i
< ∇⊤i X, ei > + < X,∇
⊤
i ei >
=
∑
i
div X− < s,∇⊤i ei × s
′ > .
By Stokes we get∫
Y
< Ds, s′ > dy =
∫
∂Y
< X,−n > dσ +
∫
Y
< s,Ds′ > dy
=
∫
∂Y
< s, n× s′ > dσ +
∫
Y
< s,Ds′ > dy,
whih is what we wanted. Now, let s′ ∈ Γ(Y, ν) lying in coker(D, νX). This is equivalent to
say that for every s ∈ Γ(Y, νX), we have
∫
Y
< Ds, s′ > dy = 0. By the former result, we
see that this equivalent to∫
Y
< s,Ds′ > +
∫
∂Y
< n× s, s′ >= 0.
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This learly implies that Ds′ = 0, and s′|∂Y (ν) ⊥ νX , beause νX is invariant under the
ation of n×. So s′|∂Y ∈ µX , and s
′ ∈ ker(D,µX). The inverse inlusion holds too by similar
reasons. 
3.2 Vanishing theorem
Proof of theorem 1.5. In order to get some smooth moduli spaes in the ase with
boundary, we want to prove that coker(D, νX) = ker(D,µX) is trivial or has onstant rank.
So let ψ ∈ ker(D,µX). The boundary hanges the integration (5), beause the divergene
has to be onsidered :∫
Y
|∇⊥ψ|2+ < Rνψ,ψ > dy =
1
2
∫
Y
div
~∇|ψ|2dy. (7)
By Stokes, the last is equal to
−
1
2
∫
∂Y
d|ψ|2(n)dσ = −
∫
∂Y
< ∇⊥nψ,ψ > dσ,
where n is the normal inner unit vetor of ∂Y . Choosing a loal orthonormal frame {v,w =
n× v} of T∂Y , and using the fat that Dψ = 0, this is equal to
∫
∂Y
< w ×∇⊥v ψ − v ×∇
⊥
wψ,ψ > dσ = −
∫
∂Y
< DµXψ,ψ > dσ.
Summing up, we get the equation
∫
Y
|∇⊥ψ|2dy +
∫
Y
< Rνψ,ψ > dy +
∫
∂Y
< DµXψ,ψ > dσ = 0. (8)
Now we an prove the theorem 1.4. We see that if DµX and Rν are positive, then ψ van-
ishes. This means that our deformation problem has no okernel, and by a straigthforward
generalization of proposition 2.2, the moduli spae is loally smooth. 
3.3 Some properties of the operator DL
We sum up the main results about DL in the following
Proposition 3.2 Let Y an assoiative submanifold with boundary in a oassoiative sub-
manifold X, L a subbundle of ν over ∂Y , and DL as dened in the introdution. Then DL
is of order 0, symmetri, and its trae is 2H, where H is the mean urvature of ∂Y in Y
with respet to the outside normal vetor −n.
Proof. Let L is a subbundle of ν invariant under the ation of n×. It is straighforward
to hek that D does not depend of the orthonormal frame {v,w = n × v}. For every
ψ ∈ Γ(∂Y,L) and f a funtion,
DL(fψ) = πL(v ×∇w(fψ)−w ×∇v(fψ))
= fDLψ + (dwf)πL(v × ψ)− (dvf)πL(w × ψ) = fDLψ
beause w × L ans v × L are orthogonal to L. Now, deompose
∇⊤ = ∇⊤∂ +∇⊥∂
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into its two projetions along T∂Y and along the normal (in TY ) n-diretion. For the
omputations, hoose v and w = n× v the two orthogonal harateristi diretions on T∂Y ,
i.e ∇⊤∂v n = −kvv and ∇
⊤∂
w n = −kww, where kv and kw are the two prinipal urvatures.
We have ∇⊥∂v = kvn and < ∇
⊥∂
w v, n >= 0, and the same, mutatis mutandis, for w. Then,
for ψ and φ ∈ Γ(∂Y,L), using the fat that T∂Y × L is orthogonal to L,
< DLψ, φ > = < ∇
⊥
w(v × ψ)− (∇
⊥∂
w v)× ψ −∇
⊥
v (w × ψ) + (∇
⊥∂
v w)× ψ, φ >
= < ∇⊥w(v × ψ)−∇
⊥
v (w × ψ), φ >
= − < v × ψ,∇⊥wφ > + < w × ψ,∇
⊥
v φ >
= < ψ, v ×∇⊥wφ− w ×∇
⊥
v φ >=< ψ,DLφ > .
To prove that the trae of DL is 2H, let e ∈ L a loal unit setion of L. We have n× e ∈ L
too, and
< DL(n× e), n × e > = < v × ((∇
⊤∂
w n)× e) + v × (n×∇
⊥
we), n × e >
− < w × (∇⊤∂v n)× e− w × (n×∇
⊥
v e), n × e >
= < v × (−kww × e)−w × (−kvv × e), n × e >
+ < v × (n×∇⊥we)− w × (n×∇
⊥
v e), n × e >
= kw + kv− < n× (w × (n×∇
⊥
v e)− v × (n×∇
⊥
we)), e >
= 2H− < DLe, e > .
This shows that trae DL = 2H. 
3.4 Flatland
In at spaes, R vanishes, and so Rν = −A. Hene a priori theorem 1.5 does'nt apply.
Nevertheless, we have the
Corollary 3.3 Let Y a totally geodesi assoiative submanifold in a at M , with bound-
ary in a oassoiative X. If DµX positive, then MY,X is loally smooth and of expeted
dimension.
Proof. The hypothesis on Y implies that Rν = 0. Formula (8) shows that ∇
⊥ψ = 0
and ψ|∂Y = 0. Using d|ψ|
2 = 2 < ∇⊥ψ,ψ >= 0, we get that ψ = 0, and coker(Y, νX) =
ker(Y, µX) = 0. 
Proof of orollary 1.6. Let Y in R3 × {0} ⊂ R7, and e ∈ {0} × R4. From [6℄ the
boundary of Y lies in a loal oassoiatif submanifold Xe of R
7
, whih ontains ∂Y × Re
and whose tangent spae over ∂Y is T∂Y ⊕ Re ⊕ Rn × e. We see that Y has a diretion
of assoiative deformation along the xed diretion e, hene the dimension of the kernel of
our problem is bigger than 1. On the other hand, the index is c1(νX) + 1− g = 1. We want
to show that DµX is positive. To see that, we hoose orthogonal harateristi diretions v
and w = n× v in T∂Y as before. From theorem 1.3, we know that v × e is a non vanishing
setion of µX . We ompute :
DµX (v × e) = v × (∇
⊥∂
w v × e)− w × (∇
⊥∂
v v × e)
= −kvw × (n× e) = kvv × e.
This shows that kv is an eigenvalue of DµX , and sine we know that its trae is 2H, we
get that the other eigenvalue is kw. Those eigenvalues are positive if the boundary of Y is
stritly onvex. By the last orollary, we get the result. 
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Remark. In fat, we an give a better statement. Indeed, let ψ ∈ ker(D, νX), and deompose
ψ|∂Y as ψ = ψ1e + ψ2n × e. Of ourse, e is in the kernel of DνX , and hene by proposition
1.4, the seond term is an eigenvetor of DνX for the eigenvalue 2H. So formula (8) gives∫
Y
|∇⊥ψ|2 +
∫
∂Y
2H|ψ2|
2 = 0.
If H > 0, this imply immediatly that ψ2 = 0, and ψ1 is onstant, so ψ is proportional to e.
This proves that dimker(D, νX) = 1 under the weaker ondition that H > 0.
4 Extensions from the Calabi-Yau world
Closed extension. Let (N,J,Ω, ω) a 6-dimensional manifold with holonomy in SU(3).
Then M = N ×S1 is a manifold with holonomy in G2, with the alibration the 3-form given
by φ = ω∧dt+ℜΩ. Let L a speial lagrangian 3-dimensional submanifold in N . Reall that
sine L is lagrangian, its normal bundle is simply JTL. Then Y = L×{pt} is an assoiative
submanifold of N ×S1, and its normal bundle ν is isomorphi to JTL×R∂t, where ∂t is the
dual vetor eld of dt. Sine the translation along S1 preserves the assoiativity of Y , we
hene have ML×S
1 ⊂MY . We prove that in fat, there is equality, without any ondition
(ompare an equivalent result for oassoiative submanifolds by Leung in [8]) :
Theorem 4.1 The moduli spae ML×{pt}of assoiative deformations of L× {pt} is always
smooth, and an be identied with the produt ML × S
1
.
Proof. In this situation, we don't use the former expression of D2. Instead, we give another
formula for it. If s = Jσ⊕τ∂t is a setion of ν, with σ ∈ Γ(L, TL) and τ ∈ Γ(L,R) = Ω
0(L),
we all σ∨ ∈ Ω1(L,R) the 1-form dual to σ, and we use the same symbol for its inverse.
Moreover, we use the lassial notation ∗ : Ωk(L)→ Ω3−k(L) for the Hodge star. Lastly, we
dene :
D∨ : Ω1(L)× Ω0(L) −→ Ω1(L)× Ω0(L)
(α, τ) 7→ ((−JπLD(Jα
∨, τ))∨, πtD(Jα
∨, τ)),
where πL (resp. πt) is the orthogonal projetion ν = NL⊕R on the rst (resp. the seond)
omponent. This is just a way to use forms on L instead of normal ambient vetor elds.
Proposition 4.2 For every (α, τ) ∈ Ω1(L)× Ω0(L),
D∨(α, τ) = (− ∗ dα− dτ, ∗d ∗ α) and
D∨2(α, τ) = −∆(α, τ),
where ∆ = d∗d+ dd∗ (note that it is d∗d on τ).
Assuming for a while this propositioin, we see that for an innitesimal assoiative deforma-
tion of L×{pt}, then α and τ are harmoni over the ompat L. In partiular, τ is onstant
and α desribes an innitesimal speial lagrangian deformation of L (see [10℄). In other
words, the only way to displae Y is to perturb L as speial Lagrangian in N and translate
it along the S1-diretion. Lastly, dimcokerD = dimkerD = b1(L) + 1 and by proposition
2.2, MY is smooth and of dimension b
1(L) + 1. 
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Proof of proposition 4.2. We will use the simple formula ∇⊥Js = J∇⊤s for all setions
s ∈ Γ(L,NL). For (s, τ) ∈ Γ(L,NL)× R, and ei loal orthonormal frame on L,
D(s, τ) =
∑
i,j
< ei ×∇
⊥
i s, Jej > Jej +
∑
i
< ei ×∇
⊥
i s, ∂t > ∂t +
∑
i
∂iτ ei × ∂t
= J
∑
i,j
φ(ei,∇
⊥
i s, Jej)ej +
∑
i
φ(ei,∇
⊥
i s, ∂t)∂t + J
∑
i,j
∂iτ < ei × ∂t, Jej > ej,
where we used that ei × ∂t ⊥ ∂t.
= J
∑
i,j
ℜΩ(ei,∇
⊥
i s, Jej)ej +
∑
i
ω(ei,∇
⊥
i s)∂t + J
∑
i,j
∂iτ φ(ei, ∂t, Jej)ej
= J
∑
i,j
ℜΩ(ei, J∇
⊤
i σ, Jej)ej +
∑
i
ω(ei, J∇
⊤
i σ)∂t + J
∑
i,j
∂iτ ω(Jej , ei)ej ,
where σ = −Js ∈ Γ(L, TL).
= −J
∑
i,j
ℜΩ(ei,∇
⊤
i σ, ej)ej +
∑
i
< ei,∇
⊤
i σ > ∂t − J
∑
i,j
∂iτ < ej , ei > ej
= −J
∑
i,j
V ol(ei,∇
⊤
i σ, ej)ej +
∑
i
< ei,∇
⊤
i σ > ∂t − J
∑
i
∂iτei,
sine ℜΩ is the volume form on TL. It is easy to nd that this is equivalent to
D(s, τ) = −J(∗dσ∨)∨ + (∗d ∗ σ∨)∂t − J(dτ)
∨,
and so
D∨(σ∨, τ) = (− ∗ dσ∨ − dτ, ∗d ∗ σ∨).
Now, sine d∗ = (−1)3p+1 ∗ d∗ on the p-forms, one easy heks the formula for D2. 
Proof of theorem 1.7. Consider L a speial lagrangian with boundary in a omplex
surfae Σ, and Y = L × {pt} (resp. X = Σ × {pt} ) its assoiative (resp. oassoiative)
extension. It is lear that νX is equal (as a real bundle) to JT∂L, and µX it the trivial n×-
bundle generated by ∂t. We begin by omputing the index of the boundary problem. This
is very easy, sine µX is trivial, and by theorem 1.3, we have νX ∼= T∂L
∗
(as n×-bundles.
Hene the index is
−c1(T∂L) + 1− g = −(2− g) + 1− g = g − 1,
where g is the genus of ∂Y . Now let ψ = s + τ ∂
∂t
belonging to coker(D, νX) = ker(D,µX),
where s a setion of NL and τ ∈ Γ(L,R). Let α = −Js∨. By proposition 4.2, α is a
harmoni 1-form, and τ is harmoni (note that Y is note losed, so τ may be not onstant).
By lassial results for harmoni 1-forms, we have :
1
2
∆|ψ|2 =
1
2
∆(|α|2 + |τ |2) = |∇Lα|
2 + |dτ |2 +
1
2
Ri (α,α).
Integrating on L× {pt}, we obtain the equivalene of formula (8) :
−
∫
∂Y
< DµXψ,ψ > dσ =
∫
Y
|∇Lα|
2 + |dτ |2 +
1
2
Ri (α,α)dy.
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Lastly, let us ompute the eigenvalues of DµX . The onstant vetor
∂
∂t
over ∂Y lies learly in
the kernel of DµX . By proposition 3.2, the other eigenvalue of DµX is 2H, with eigenspae
generated by n × ∂
∂t
. Over ∂Y , s lies in JTL ∩ µX , hene is proportional to n ×
∂
∂t
.
Consequently, DµXψ = 2Hs and
−
∫
∂Y
2H|s|2dσ =
∫
Y
|∇Lα|
2 + |dτ |2 +
1
2
Ri (α,α)dy.
This equation, the positivity of the Rii urvature and the positivity of H show that α
vanishes and τ is onstant. So we see that dimcoker(Y,X) = 1, and by the onstant rank
theorem, MY,X is loally smooth and of dimension dimker(Y,X) = g. 
5 Computation of D
2
Proof of theorem 1.2. Before diving into the aluli, we need the following trivial lemma
:
Lemma 5.1 Let ∇ the Levi-Civita onnetion on M and R its urvature tensor. For any
vetor elds w, z, u and v on M , we have
∇(u× v) = ∇u× v + u×∇v and
R(w, z)(u × v) = R(w, z)u × v + u×R(w, z)v.
If Y is an assoiative submanifold of M with normal bundle ν, u ∈ Γ(Y, TY ), v ∈ Γ(Y, TY )
and η ∈ Γ(Y, ν), then
∇⊤(u× v) = ∇⊤u× v + u×∇⊤v and
∇⊥(u× η) = ∇⊤u× v + u×∇⊥v,
where ∇⊤ = ∇−∇⊥ is the orthogonal projetion of ∇ on TY .
Proof. Let x1, · · · , x7 normal oordinates on M near x, and ei =
∂
∂xi
their derivatives,
orthonormal at x. We have
u× v =
∑
i
< u× v, ei > ei =
∑
i
φ(u, v, ei)ei,
so that at x, where ∇ejei = 0,
∇(u× v) =
∑
i
(∇φ(u, v, ei) + φ(∇u, v, ei) + φ(u,∇v, ei) + φ(∇u, v,∇ei))ei
=
∑
i
(φ(∇u, v, ei) + φ(u,∇v, ei))ei = ∇u× v + u×∇v,
beause ∇φ = 0. Now if u and v are in TY , then we get the result after remarking that
(∇u × v)⊤ = ∇⊤u × v, beause TY is invariant under ×. The last relation is implied by
TY × ν ⊂ ν and ν × ν ⊂ TY . The urvature relation is easily derived from the denition
R(w, z) = ∇w∇z −∇z∇w −∇[w,z] and the derivation of the vetor produt. 
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We ompute D2 at a point x ∈ Y . For this, we hoose normal oordinates on Y and
ei ∈ Γ(Y, TY ) their assoiated derivatives, orthonormal at x. To be expliit, ∇
⊤ei = 0 at
x. Let ψ ∈ Γ(Y, ν).
D2ψ =
∑
i,j
ei ×∇
⊥
i (ej ×∇
⊥
j ψ)
=
∑
i,j
ei × (ej ×∇
⊥
i ∇
⊥
j ψ) +
∑
i,j
ei × (∇
⊤
i ej ×∇
⊥
j ψ)
= −
∑
i
∇⊥i ∇
⊥
i ψ −
∑
i 6=j
(ei × ej)×∇
⊥
i ∇
⊥
j ψ
= ∇⊥∗∇⊥ψ −
∑
i<j
(ei × ej)× (∇
⊥
i ∇
⊥
j −∇
⊥
j ∇
⊥
i )ψ
= ∇⊥∗∇⊥ψ −
∑
i<j
(ei × ej)×R
⊥(ei, ej)ψ.
Sine (ei × ej)×R
⊥(ei, ej) is symmetri in i, j, this is equal to
∇⊥∗∇⊥ψ −
1
2
∑
i,j
(ei × ej)×R
⊥(ei, ej)ψ.
The main tool for the sequene is the Rii equation. Let u, v in Γ(Y, TY ) and φ, ψ in
Γ(Y, ν).
< R⊥(u, v)ψ, φ >=< R(u, v)ψ, φ > + < (AψAφ −AφAψ)u, v >,
where Aφ(u) = A(φ)(u) = −∇
⊤
u φ. Choosing η1, · · · , η4 an orthonormal basis of ν at the
point x, we get
−
1
2
∑
i,j
(ei × ej)×R
⊥(ei, ej)ψ = −
1
2
∑
i,j,k
< (ei × ej)×R
⊥(ei, ej)ψ, ηk > ηk
=
1
2
∑
i,j,k
< R⊥(ei, ej)ψ, (ei × ej)× ηk > ηk
= −
1
2
πν
∑
i,j
(ei × ej)×R(ei, ej)ψ
+
1
2
∑
i,j,k
< (AψA(ei×ej)×ηk −A(ei×ej)×ηkAψ)ei, ej > ηk.
Using the lassial Bianhi relation R(ei, ej)ψ = −R(ψ, ei)ej − R(ej , ψ)ei, the rst part of
the sum is equal to
I = −2πν(e1 ×R(e2, ψ)e3 + e2 ×R(e3, ψ)e1 + e3 ×R(e1, ψ)e2) =
−2πν(e1 ×R(e2, ψ)(e1 × e2) + e2 ×R(e3, ψ)(e2 × e3) + e3 ×R(e1, ψ)(e3 × e1)) =
−2πν(e1 × (R(e2, ψ)e1 × e2 + e1 ×R(e2, ψ)e2) + e2 × (R(e3, ψ)e2 × e3 + e2 ×R(e3, ψ)e1) +
e3 × (R(e1, ψ)e3 × e1 + e3 ×R(e1, ψ)e2)) =
−I + 2πν
∑
i
R(ei, ψ)ei,
whih gives I = πν
∑
iR(ei, ψ)ei.
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The Weingarten endomorphisms are symmetri, so that the seond part of the sum is
1
2
∑
i,j,k
< A(ei×ej)×ηkei, Aψej > ηk −
1
2
∑
i,j,k
< Aψei, A(ei×ej)×ηkej > ηk.
It is easy to see that the seond sum is the opposite of the rst one. We ompute
A(ei×ej)×ηkei = −(∇
⊥
i ei × ej)× ηk − (ei ×∇
⊥
i ej)× ηk + (ei × ej)×Aηkei.
But we know that an assoiative submanifold is minimal, so that
∑
i
∇⊥i ei = 0.
Moreover, deriving the relation e3 = ±e1 × e2, one easily hek that
∑
i
ei ×∇
⊥
j ei = 0.
Summing, the only resting term is
∑
i,j,k
< (ei × ej)×Aηkei, Aψej > ηk.
We now use the lassial formula for vetors u, v and w in TY :
(v × w)× u =< u, v > w− < u,w > v,
hene
(ei × ej)×Aηkei =< Aηkei, ei > ej− < Aηkei, ej > ei.
One more simpliation omes from
∑
i < Aηkei, ei >= 0 for all k beause sine Y is
minimal, so our sum is now equal to
−
∑
i,j,k
< Aηkei, ej >< ei, Aψej > ηk = −Aψ.

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